Bispecific anti-OX40/CTLA-4 antibodies for advanced solid tumors: a patent evaluation of WO2018202649.
Introduction: OX40 is a potent costimulatory receptor of the immune response in various types of cancer and has been used as a target for the generation of agonists of its function. Authors of WO2018202649 patent propose a method to eradicate cancer using a bispecific antibodies against OX40/CTLA-4.Areas covered: WO2018202649 patent describes several bispecific antibodies capable of specifically binding to OX40 and CTLA-4 that target regulatory T cells in the tumor microenvironment.Expert opinion: WO2018202649 patent demonstrates that bispecific antibodies against OX40/CTLA-4 have anti-tumor activity against colon, pancreatic and bladder cancer, and that there is a synergistic action with anti-PD-1 antibodies for the treatment of colon cancer. However, there is no evidence to conclude that bispecific antibodies can be used in cancers other than colon, pancreas and bladder. Likewise, the patent only describes the application in combinatorial therapy with anti-PD-1 antibodies, without presenting data relative to the combination with other immunotherapeutic agents against other checkpoint targets.